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MAJOR MAKING HISTORY GIFT NAMES  
THE DANIEL G. KAMIN ENTRANCE 

Penn Museum is pleased to recognize a generous gift to the 

Making History Campaign from Pittsburgh-based alumnus 

Daniel G. Kamin ’64 and his wife, Carole, by formally naming 

the Daniel G. Kamin Entrance—the original 1899 entrance 

arrived at through the beautiful Warden Garden. 

Highly active in Pittsburgh museum circles—the Carnegie 

Museum and Phipps Conservatory in particular—and  

members of a family with multiple Penn connections (a son, 

brother, uncle, and several nephews are also alumni), the 

Kamins were eager to designate their major campaign gift to 

the Museum, where Dan Kamin fondly remembers taking a 

class co-taught by the iconic professores Loren Eiseley and 

Froelich Rainey. Williams Director Julian Siggers expressed 

the delight of the Museum community in honoring the 

Kamins’ generosity by naming the Kamin Entrance. 

WOMEN’S COMMITTEE SERvES AS LEAD 
UNDERWRITER ON MOSAIC ExHIbITION

Presentation of the Lod Mosaic at the Penn Museum is made 

possible by a generous underwriting contribution from the 

Women’s Committee, which celebrated its 75th anniversary 

in 2012. The Women’s Committee has supported numerous 

projects at the Museum, including educational, exhibition, 

and public event programs.

Although in seven separate pieces, the mosaic, which is 

over 300 square feet, could enter the Museum galleries only 

through the oversized doors at the Upper Kamin Entrance 

of the original building. These doors, restored in the fall of 

2011 thanks to a previous contribution from the Women’s 

Committee, opened easily on their new track system to accom-

modate entry of the oversized crates, which were delivered by 

crane in late January.

Penn Museum is deeply grateful to the Women’s Committee, 

as well as to Alexandra Schoenberg and Eric J. Schoenberg 

Ph.D., and The Brodsky Foundation for additional support.

People, Places, Projects

Crated portions of the Lod 
Mosaic arrive at the Penn 
Museum via crane through the 
Upper Kamin Entrance doors. 

The Main Entrance to the Museum is now the Daniel G. Kamin Entrance. 
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TOUCH TOURS FOR THE vISUALLy 
IMPAIRED INTRODUCED AT MUSEUM

In September 2012, through a grant from the Albert B. Millett 

Memorial Fund, a BNY Mellon Mid-Atlantic Charitable Trust, 

the Penn Museum launched Insights into Ancient Egypt Touch 

Tours. This new program enables blind and visually impaired 

visitors to experience select objects from the Museum’s 

renowned Egyptian collection through the sense of touch. 

Museum Educator Patricia Maunder was hired to design and 

implement the new program, working in conjunction with 

Museum curators, volunteer docents, and advisors from the 

blind and visually impaired community. Six artifacts from the 

Egypt (Sphinx) Gallery are featured in the touch tour, includ-

ing our massive Sphinx; a scaled-down replica was made so 

that visitors could get a sense of its top and facial features. 

Through additional support from the Dolfinger-McMahon 

Foundation and the Scholler Foundation, the Penn Museum 

offered free docent-guided touch tours and transportation to 

approximately 200 visitors from local schools and organiza-

tions serving blind and visually impaired individuals. This 

newly engaged audience expressed strong interest in returning 

to the Penn Museum soon to experience more of the collec-

tion. Through the generous support of Annette Merle-Smith, 

the Penn Museum will be able to continue this wonderful new 

program for a second year throughout 2013.

125 yEARS OF HISTORy AND 12 HOURS OF 
ExTRAORDINARy CELEbRATION

On December 6, 2012, the 125th anniversary of the signing of 

its founding charter, the Penn Museum opened its doors at 

the usual 10 am for a day that was anything but usual. 

Over the next 12 hours, visitors poured in to chat with cura-

tors stationed in the galleries about their research and favorite 

artifacts; to quiz conservators in the Artifact Lab who cheer-

fully kept their lab windows open all day to take questions; to 

discover the fascinating riches of the Museum Archives; and 

to explore the galleries a whole new way through flashlight 

tours into the evening. Museum members enjoyed a special 

additional opportunity to see pre-Columbian gold artifacts 

brought out of the vault for the occasion.

In the evening, the annual Douglas G. Lovell, Jr., Reports 

from the Field event featured five graduate students, all junior 

fellows of the Louis J. Kolb Society at the Museum, who cap-

tivated an audience in Rainey Auditorium by presenting their 

projects in Rome, Jordan, Iraqi Kurdistan, Australia, and 

Guatemala—a vivid reminder that after 125 years the Penn 

Museum is certainly still exploring.

The new touch tours have been received with great enthusiasm. Here, 
docent Esther Payne guides a Museum visitor as he touches the relief 
from the Temple Wall of bastet.
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Flashlight tours were offered 
when the Museum celebrated 
its 125th anniversary.  


